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1.0

Introduction

This desktop review was conducted in support of the European Union Global Climate Change Alliance + Scaling
Up Pacific Adaptation (EU GCCA + SUPA) project. This project is being implemented by the South Pacific
Community (SPC) in partnership with the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP),
the University of the South Pacific (USP) and the people and governments of Cook Islands, Federated States of
Micronesia (FSM), Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Tonga and Tuvalu. This project is funded
with $14.89 million Euro dollars from the EU towards enhancing climate change adaptation and resilience.
This GCCA+ SUPA is about scaling up climate change adaptation measures in specific sectors supported by
knowledge management and capacity building. The specific objective is to strengthen the implementation of
sector-based, but integrated, climate change and disaster risk management strategies and plans.
Initially, three islands (Pollap, Puluat and Pulusuk) were selected in the Federated States of Micronesia – all
from the Chuuk State - to be part of the this review. However, after some discussions among the project team
on how the desktop review should be conducted especially with all the present COVID 19 precautionary travel
restrictions and bans, it was agreed to select only one of these three islands to focus this review on.
Using set selection criteria developed by the project team, Pollap Island came out to be the targeted island.
Hence, this preliminary desktop review is focused on USP’s component of the project to enhance the capacity
of local government stakeholders on Pollap Island to improve climate change adaptation and resilient in their
community.
Following this desktop review and a visit to the site when transportation is available and/or possible when
COVID 19 Task Force lifted its ban on visiting the area and Pollap Island, a Training Needs Analysis (TNA)
will be conducted for local stakeholders and the Pollap Local Government to identify any prioritized training
needs that will then inform the planning and delivery of accredited resilience training within the project. It is
important to note that the Chuuk State identified scaling up climate change adaptation initiatives in the health
sector, enhancing community health and wellness in combination with atoll agriculture. This project will be
approached in a coordinated and integrated manner, supported by the three implementing organizations
utilizing a people-centered approach and involving men, women, elders, youth, persons with disabilities and
other vulnerable groups.
This report intends to provide a snapshot of the current status of the Pollap Atoll Local Government in its
capacity to address climate change, concentrating on few important areas including governance and social
system, disaster risk management and capacity development. It also considers these areas and provides
recommendations for potential capacity development options to address climate change.
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2.0

FSM Background

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is an island nation made up of four states (Chuuk State, Kosrae
State, Pohnpei State and Yap State) with a total of 607 islands. It covers approximately 1 million square mile
of ocean in the north-western Pacific Ocean with a population of approximately 111,000. It is located on the
Typhoon belt which put its islands in great risk of extreme weather – related hazards due to climate change
which, between the year 1990 -2004, had cost USD 106 million in expenditure on response and recovery
according to documented disaster information on the FSM.
The FSM, formerly known as Micronesia with the inclusion of Saipan, Belau and Marshal Islands, had been
ruled and/or administered by four foreign governments (Spanish, German, Japanese and American) before
it became independent in 1979. It is, however, with its independent status, still have a special relationship
with the United States under its Compact of Free Association Treaty with the United States where the United
States still have certain powers which include military power and others

.

Present map of the Federated States of Micronesia with it states:
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3.0

Site Background

Pollap Island is one of the 607 islands in the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) and is located in the
Northwest Islands region in the State of Chuuk (one of the four states in the FSM). Its population, according to
the FSM 2010 census, is 1,168 habitants – 740 youth/children (age 0-29), 389 adult (age 30-59) and 32 seniors
(age 60-80+). The estimate terrain elevation above sea level is 8 meters. Pollap sits at Latitude: 7°38’28.93”
and Longitude: 149°25’55.99”. The following map shows the four states in the FSM where you can see that
Pollap is located in the State of Chuuk:
The superior administrative division is State of Chuuk.

Pollap Island is a small outer island of Chuuk State in the FSM sharing the same atoll with Tamatam Island located
west of the Chuuk Lagoon in Chuuk State. Pollap along with three other islands - Polowat, Pulusuk(Houk),
and Tamatam – are grouped together as the Pattiw Islands one of the three group of islands known as the
Northwest Islands of Chuuk State. The Pattiw island communities especially of Pollap and Tamatam are known
throughout Chuuk State for carefully sustaining indigenous customs, music and dance practices as shown in
the picture below.
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Pollap Island, according to its people website, has one culture, one religion, one traditional lifestyle, one
language and a custom. Their way of living and lifestyle are very far different from all places’ and islands’
lifestyles even in the Chuuk State. When visiting Pollap Island, you can see that people from this island and
its three neighboring islands still wear traditional clothing (men wearing thu and women wearing lava-lavas
both topless), and that they still have a very strong traditional system where the traditional chief has more
power than the elected mayor. According to Paulina Yauripiy-Sandy who is from the Paramount Chief’s clan
of Pollap and the cousin of the Traditional Paramount Chief, all government matters especially the ones that
affect the livelihood of the people gets approval from the Traditional Paramount Chief. Decision by the local
government has to go through a council called TEELAP which composed of the mayor, the 12 local council
members, the chief of clans, the chiefs of the three local villages and a representative of the Paramount
Chief before it goes to the Traditional Paramount Chief for final endorsement or approval. Even harvesting
of certain local taros (sweet taro) and certain type of fishing is controlled by the Traditional Chief. The local
government of Pollap does work with the Chuuk State government and the Federated States of Micronesia
(FSM) National Government but when it comes to final decision for implementation on Pollap Island, the
Traditional Paramount Chief has the final say.
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4.0

METHODOLOGY

Due to the recent COVID 19 pandemic travel bans and restrictions and unavailability of internal means of
transportation during the contracted period which also resulted in the no-cost extension of the consultant’s
contract, this report was mostly derived from information gathered through extensive online research, online
communication and interviews with selected relevant individuals from the FSM Department of Emergency,
Climate Change and Environment Management (DECEM), Chuuk State Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) personnel including the GCCA plus SUPA Project Manager who is now stationed at the Chuuk EPA office,
interviews with individuals from the island of Pollap including the Pollap local government Liaison Officer who
is in Weno the main island in Chuuk State, and selected individuals who have knowledge of Pattiw Islands and
Northwest Islands in Chuuk and the island of Pollap itself.
Individual interviews conducted with the Assistant Secretary for Climate Change Mrs. Lucille Apis, Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Mitigation and Climate Change Mrs. Paulina Youripi–Sandy who is from the Paramount
Chief’s clan of Pollap and possesses a wealth of knowledge of the island and its people and the Assistant
Secretary for Disaster Management, Mr. Tony Neth, from the FSM Department of Environment, Climate
Change and Emergency Management (DECEM); Ms. Stella Lokopwe Liwy from the FSM Department of
Transportation and Infrastructure, who is the daughter of the late Paramount Chief of Pollap Island and has
just recently returned from Pollap after the burial of her father; Mr. Lover Phillip from the FSM Development
Bank who married to a woman from form the same area, Houk (Pulusuk) in particular, also provided some
valuable inputs on the traditional system and government in the targeted area; Mr. Brad Mori from the Chuuk
State Environment Protection Agency and the GCCA plus SUPA Project Manager, Mr. Sean Kadannged, who is
now stationed in Chuuk, were very instrumental in providing information on earlier visits and meetings held
with people from the targeted area; and the Pullap local government Liaison Officer, Mr. Redeemer Nelson
who is on the main island of Chuuk State as a Prosecutor at the Chuuk Attorney General’s Office.
Online research that support this report includes the Federated States of Micronesia: Chuuk State Joint
Action Plan For Disaster Risk Management and Climate Change. August 2017, The 2010 Federated States of
Microneisa Census, International Office of Migration (IOM) website and fractions of information on Pollap
through goggle search as very limited documents and information is available online.
A GCCA plus SUPA Assessment and Consultation Team trip in which the author of this report traveled from
Pohnpei to join was ready to travel to project site but was cancelled at the last minute due to a breech in the
COVID 19 precautionary protocol. Nonetheless, information gathered from the series of meetings with the
team and individual team members which include the GCCA plus SUPA Project Manager Mr. Sean Kadanngad,
Chuuk EPA Climate Change and Technical Support Mr. Elden Paul Rain, Chuuk EPA Technical Support Mr.
Moreichen K Rhaym, Chuuk Water Quality Specialist Mr. Christopher Felix, Chuuk Department of Marine
Resources Ms. Beverlyn Fred, IOM Community Office Mr. Joey Uruo, Chuuk State AG Office Prosecutor and
Liaison of Pollowat Mr. Redeemer Nelson, Chuuk Department of Agriculture Mr Herman Mailo, was sufficient
enough to complete this report.
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5.0

GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL SYSTEM

5.1

Demography

According to the Federated States of Micronesia 2010 Census, the population of Pollap Isand was 1,168 with
a total of 40 households. Of the 1,168 inhabitants, 740 are youths/children age 0-29, 389 are adults age 3059 and 32 are seniors age 60-80plus. The estimate terrain elevation above sea level is 8 meters. Pollap Island
sits at Latitude: 7°38’28.93” and Longitude: 149°25’55.99”. Pollap Island is 165 miles (266 kilo meter) from
Weno – the capital of Chuuk State.
Pollap Island has one primary school, one community dispensary and a church (Catjholic). Pollap is represented
at the state level by a two senators at the state level – Chuuk State Legislature and one senator (congressman)
at the national level (FSM Congress) representing the whole Northwest Islands.

5.2

Government Structure

The flow chart below illustrates the structure of the Pollap Island Local Government. This chart was made
possible with information gathered during interviews with Palulina Yauripy-Sandy.

Paramount Chief of
Pollap

Teelap
1. Mayor
2. chiefs of Clans
3. Religious Leaders
4. Members of the
Municipal Council

Mayor Kevina Joseph
Deputy Mayor

Council

5.2.1 Traditional Leadership
From the above chart, it is clear that there are four main governing authorities for Pollap Island which consists
of the Paramount Chief, the Teelap (consist of the Mayor, chief of clans, religious Leaders and Member of the
Municipal Council), Office of the Mayor and Deputy Mayor, and the Council. The The Paramount Chief has the
overall power of all decision made for the island of Pollap. The Teelap is the second highest authority where
deliberations on decision made by the local government is made after the council and the mayor finish their
part and before it goes to the Paramount Chief for final decision.
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5.2.2 Office of the Mayor
The Mayor is the head of the Pollap local government responsible for the overall administration of local
government activities, programs and projects after approval from the Paramount Chief. The Office of the
Mayor works with the Chuuk State Government, the National Government and the Mayor Association. The
Mayor is responsible to ensure that all resolutions and ordinances passed by the council goes through the
Teelaps for deliberation before it goes to the Paramount Chief for approval. On behalf of the Mayor, the Acting
Mayor will carry out Mayoral duties and responsibilities for the local government.

5.2.3 The Council
Making, passing ordinances or laws and approving all resolutions of the local government are the core duties
and responsibilities of the council. However, these ordinances and resolutions still need to go through the
Mayor’s Office, the Teelap and the Paramount Chief for final approval. The Council has a Speaker who is
the head of the council, a Vice Speaker who acts in place of the Speaker when absent, a Floor Leader who
is responsible to chair and manage official council sesston, a clerk who is accountable for record keeping
of regular sessions of the council and a Sargent at Arm to ensure order during meetings of the council. The
Council is also responsible for the overall direction and approval of community engagements, projects and
programs supported by the mayor, acting mayor, the Teelap and the Paramout Chief.

4.

Teelap

The Teelap is comprised of the mayor, a representative of the Paramount Chief, the clans’ chief, the three
villages (Alinifel, Leurulap, Werieng) Chiefs and a religious leader representing the only religion (Catholics)
they have on the island. This group main responsibility is to deliberate on matters or decisions that are passed
or approved by the local government before it goes to the Paramount Chief for final approval. I is most likely
that anything that is rejected by the Teelap will also be rejected by the Paramount Chief according to sources.

6.0

FOOD SECURITY AND RESOURCES

The Paramount Chief is responsible for food security and local resources of Pollap Island. Harvesting of its
main food (soft taro) which women do the planting or cultivation are controlled by the Paramount Chief.
The soft taro is fast to mature than the regular island taros hence it is encouraged by the island chiefs to
be cultivated as their main source of food. The Paramount Chief orders harvesting time and if he sees that
planting is getting weak or slow, he would encourage the women to do their work and plant more. Fishing is
also controlled by the Paramount Chief especially fishing of certain types of fish which are usually caught in
abundance. He would say when to fish these types of fish and has a say over the distribution of the fish when
caught.
The island of Pollap does have its own traditional way of food security and resources management but still may
need improvement with new innovative ways introduce by these new preservation or conservation projects.
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7.0

DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT

The island people are resilient people so like the rest of the islands, Pollap Island, though extremely susceptible
to sea level rise and climate change and its aftermaths, has lived though many natural disasters such as
typhoon and sea surges over the decades like most of the FSM outer islands especially those in Chuuk State
where typhoon is most frequent than the rest. . Over the last decade, Pollap island has experienced loss and
damage to property and ecosystems not only from typhoon which include Pongsona, Chataan, Pamela and
others but also droughts, extreme weather and storm surges, coral bleaching, disease outbreaks and sea
inundations. Like the rest of the FSM outer Islands, Pollap Island does not have the tools and equipment to
manage the posing threats of climate change, most especially the capacity to address climate hazards and
execute existing resources to manage their impacts. Although there is a Chuuk Joint State Action Plan For
Disaster Risk Management and Climate Change (CJSAP) - 2017 and a Federated States of Micronesia Nation
Wide Integrated Disaster Risk Management and Climate Change Policy (ERMP) in place, there has not been
much effort for implementation of these policies yet especially at the local governments. The is definite need
for the national government, state and local governments to engage in a nationwide implementation of these
existing policies probably using the same approach used for COVID 19 pandemic where all the three levels of
governments are engaged in.

8.0

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

Based on gathered information from interviews and from prior engagements reported by the Chuuk EPA
personnel and the GCCA plus SUPA Project Manager on the current status of Pollap Atoll Local Government in
its capacity to address climate change, including governance and social system, disaster risk management and
capacity development, there is a definite need for capacity development in all areas. Onsite engagement may
find the same results as the information gathered are from reliable sources and very current. Nonetheless,
site visit is still need for confirmation should there is an opportunity for site visit.

8.0

RECOMMENTATIONS AND CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a site visit for confirmation of findings and inputs from the local people onsite is still needed.
Trainings should be developed without overlooking strong tied these people had with their culture and
traditions. With the understanding that the local government structure of Pollap where the Paramount Chief
is the overall power, visits to the sites and trainers of trainers should approach or develop trainings with that
in consideration.
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